WESTERN MAX GAME CONDITIONS AND
PRIZE STRUCTURE STATEMENT
1. RULES AND REGULATIONS
WESTERN MAX is governed by the Rules and Regulations Respecting Lotteries and Gaming of Western
Canada Lottery Corporation (WCLC) WHICH INCLUDE LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY AND ARE AVAILABLE
FROM WCLC UPON REQUEST.
2. PLAY
Each play is comprised of 3 selections of 7 numbers each.
3. ISSUANCE OF TICKETS
To participate, any eligible person must present a completed WESTERN MAX selection slip or request a
Quick Pick ticket (where all selections are computer generated) and pay the authorized retailer $2 for
each play per draw whereupon a ticket will then be issued showing the draw date(s), the 3 selections for
each play, the amount wagered, the control number(s) and other relevant information.
4. MAIN DRAW
On each draw date, or as soon as possible thereafter, WCLC will cause seven main numbers and one
bonus number (being eight different numbers) to be drawn at random from among all numbers from 1
to 49 (the “Main Draw”).
5. WINNING SELECTIONS
Winning Selections as a result of any Main Draw are determined as follows:
WINNING
SELECTION
7/7
6/7+
6/7
5/7
4/7
3/7 +
3/7

CONSISTS OF
the seven main numbers
any six main numbers and the bonus number
any six main numbers and one other number*
any five main numbers and two other numbers* OR
any five main numbers, one other number and the bonus number
any four main numbers and three other numbers* OR
any four main numbers, two other numbers* and the bonus number
any three main numbers, the bonus number and three other numbers*
any three main numbers and four other numbers*

* “other number” means any number which has not been drawn.
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6. WINNING TICKETS
Any valid ticket for any Main Draw bearing any Winning Selection of such draw is a Winning Ticket and
entitles its holder(s) to claim, for each such Winning Selection, a prize calculated in accordance with
Section 7 hereof.
7. PRIZES
Prizes arising from the Main Draw are determined as follows:
WINNING SELECTION
7/7
6/7+
6/7
5/7
4/7
3/7+
3/7

PRIZE
Share of $2,000,000*
Share of $100,000**
$1,000
$100
$10
$10
$2

* “Share of” means the amount calculated by dividing $2,000,000 by the number of Winning Selections
in the 7/7 category.
** “Share of” means the amount calculated by dividing $100,000 by the number of Winning Selections
in the 6/7+ category.
8. SUPPLEMENTAL SETS AND DRAWS
On each draw date, or as soon as possible thereafter, WCLC will cause, immediately after the Main
Draw, seven additional sets of seven numbers (being seven different numbers per set) to be drawn at
random from among all numbers from 1 to 49 (the “Supplemental Draws”) and each such set of seven
numbers is a “Supplemental Set”.
Any valid ticket for that draw which bears any Supplemental Set of such draw is a Winning Ticket and
entitles its holder(s) to claim, for each Supplemental Set, a prize in an amount calculated by dividing
$1,000,000 by the number of times such Supplemental Set appears on Winning Tickets.
Supplemental Sets, Supplemental Draws and the prizes with respect to the same may also be referred to
as WESTERN MILLIONS Sets, WESTERN MILLIONS Draws and WESTERN MILLIONS Prizes, respectively.
9. PRIZE CLAIMS
Prizes must be claimed within one year following the draw date in the manner stated on the back of the
ticket.
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10. ODDS OF WINNING
The approximate odds of winning in the Main Draw are as follows:

7/7
6/7+
6/7
5/7
4/7
3/7+
3/7
Any prize

One in
One in
One in
One in
One in
One in
One in
One in

Per Selection

Per Play

85,900,584
12,271,512
299,305
4,751
213.8
230.2
24.2
19.8

28,633,528
4,090,504
99,768
1,584
71.3
76.7
8.1
6.6

The approximate odds of winning in any Supplemental Draw are the same as the odds of winning 7/7 in
the Main Draw.
11. ADVANCE PLAY
If a ticket becomes a Winning Ticket and is eligible for additional draws following the draw date for
which it is produced to win a prize, the prize will be paid and a substitute or replacement ticket will be
issued for the remaining outstanding draw dates for which it is eligible and the ticket originally produced
will, upon issuance of such substitute or replacement ticket, become void.

Approved effective this 24 day of February, 2013.

Signed with original signature
David N. Loeb, President
Western Canada Lottery Corporation
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